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ARL’s Research Library Impact Framework offers an agenda for the 
substantive exploration of library services and operations as well as 
alignment with institutional missions and goals across four critical areas:
• Research and Scholarly Life Cycle
• Teaching, Learning, and Student Success
• Collections
• Physical Space
(How) does the library help to increase research productivity and impact?
(How) do library spaces facilitate innovative research, creative thinking, and problem-solving?
(How) does the library contribute to equitable student outcomes and an inclusive learning environment?
(How) do the library’s special collections specifically support and promote teaching, learning, and research?
(How) do the library’s collections play a role in attracting and retaining top researchers and faculty to the 
institution?
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) 
Impact Frame Work (2018-19)
https://www.arl.org/category/our-priorities/data-analytics/research-library-impact-framework/
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Research Libraries
Research Support
Open Access
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Impacts of  
Open Access
Embargo archive 
(eg: repository)
Pay to publish 
(APC)
Self-archive 
(eg: pre-print server)
Versions
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eg. India DBT-
DST OA Policy 
2014
Open Access Article share
© 2018 STM: International Association of Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishers 
Fifth Edition published October 2018 
© 2018 Tickell A, Universities UK Open Access Coordination Group
© Colleen Campbell, Max Planck Digital Library© J.K. VIJAYAKUMAR, MANLIBNET ONLINE LDP, May 2020
Preprint Servers
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Plan S combination of 3 routes to reach 100% Open Access
Route 1 Route 2 Route 3
Open Access publishing venues 
(Gold journals or platforms)
Immediate Open Access
University repository route
Delayed (up to 24 months) Open 
Access
Transition from subscription to
publishing model (Hybrid journals)
Immediate Open Access
Institutional Membership/OA 
Agreement. CC By License
Authors deposit Author’s Accepted 
Manuscript (AAM) openly available in 
a repository. Copy right and reuse 
restrictions
Change from Subscription agreement 
to  Read and Publish OR offset 
agreements with selected Publishers. 
CC By License
APCs can be negotiated down.
Centralized invoice management 
etc.
Establish Open Access policy and 
repository. Integrate with other 
platforms, add value. 
Negotiate transformative 
agreements, avoid double dipping.
What
How
What 
Libraries can 
do
KAUST
X/Y = Z
X – subscription cost
Y – APC average
Z – number of free APCs (CC-BY)
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KAUST
Repository in 2012, OA 
mandate in 2014, many 
integrations
KAUST
Have an agreement with 
MDPI to save APC rate
KAUST: First OA policy in the region 2014
KAUST Repository (Feb 2019)
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KAUST Green 
Open Access
policy compliance
KAUST Support to Open 
Access Infrastructure© J.K. VIJAYAKUMAR, MANLIBNET ONLINE LDP, May 2020
Green deposit terms in subscription licenses: The subscriber (KAUST) has adopted an open access 
mandate policy pursuant to which its affiliated researchers, faculty, students and staff grant to the 
University a non-exclusive permission to make available their scholarly research articles for the 
purpose of open dissemination. In connection therewith, and with [publisher name] committed 
support towards Green Open Access, the parties hereby agree that Accepted Versions of articles 
authored by KAUST affiliated researchers, faculty, students and staff can be deposited in KAUST 
research repository, immediately [can be varied to 12 months] after acceptance of the work for 
publication in [publisher name] journals
Green Deposit Terms in Subscription Licenses
Subscription cost to Publishing cost
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Open Science
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@Brian Lavoie, 2014
Libraries services 
always connected 
to the collections: 
(scholarly 
records/published 
literature)
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Open Research
Research Literature
• Increasing Volume of 
Content
• Increasing Diversity and 
Complexity of Content
• Increasing Distribution of 
Custodial Responsibility
• Broader Awareness of 
System-wide Context
• Many more
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Library Support in Research Cycle
Preparation
Gathering
Research 
Publishing
Preservation
Measuring
Access to Resources
Literature Search Skills
Reference Management
Embedded Librarians
Research Impact
Profiles & Visibility
Research Evaluation
Funding Proposals
Citation Profiling
Research Data Management plans
IPR & Copyright advices
Research Data Management tools 
Open Science framework
Data Analysis & Visualization
Digital Scholarship Centers
Research
Research Writing
Open Access Publishing
Research Data Publishing
Scholarly Communication
Archiving &Preservation
Institutional Repository
Open Knowledge
Registration of records
Research Libraries proactively 
see the opportunities and 
embed themselves to the 
Research Life Cycle 
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Research Lifecycle through "Open Science by Default" Workflow
Grigorov et. al (2016)
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Components of 
Open Science
Grigorov et. al (2016)
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FOSTER Open Science 
Training Courses 
https://www.fosteropenscie
nce.eu/toolkit
FOSTER Handbook 
https://open-science-
training-
handbook.gitbook.io/book/
Open Data: research data Management
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Research data management (RDM) 
is assuming an increasingly 
prominent place in scholarly 
communication, funder 
requirements, codes of academic 
practice, university research 
strategy, and even national policy. 
© OCLC RDM report
•Raw/initially processed data 
produced at a research facility 
such as an observatory
•‘Research ready’ processed data 
which has been fully calibrated, 
combined and cleaned/annotated
•Published output dataset –
following detailed analysis of 
research ready datasets
•Published catalogue type 
representation of published 
output dataset
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Open Source for Open Science
Open research software, or open-source research 
software, refers to the use and development of software 
for analysis, simulation, visualization, etc. where the full 
source code is available. In addition, according to the 
Open Source Definition, open-source software must be 
distributed in source and/or compiled form (with the 
source code available in the latter case), and must be 
shared under a license that allows modification, 
derivation, and redistribution. 
© The Open Science Training Handbook
Open Peer Review OPR
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Publishers provide peer- reviewers training
Peer review part of research profiles
Include in our awareness sessions
Preprint servers : example
Open Peer Review Example
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Open Notebook Science
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Open-notebook science is the 
practice of making the entire primary 
record of a research project publicly 
available online as it is recorded. This 
involves placing the personal, or 
laboratory, notebook of the 
researcher online along with all raw 
and processed data, and any 
associated material, as this material is 
generated.
© Wikipedia
Open Educational Resources (OER)
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Open Educational Resources (OER) are 
teaching, learning and research materials in 
any medium – digital or otherwise – that 
reside in the public domain or have been 
released under an open license that permits 
no-cost access, use, adaptation and 
redistribution by others with no or limited 
restrictions.
@UNESCO
https://guides.library.illinois.edu/oer
https://guides.lib.vt.edu/oer/opentextbooks
Scientific Social Networks
© J.K. VIJAYAKUMAR, MANLIBNET ONLINE LDP, May 2020 Jordan K (2019) Front. Digit. Humanit. 6:5. doi: 10.3389/fdigh.2019.00005
"Academic social media" sites are targeted toward researchers 
and academics, but the same cautions exist here as on Twitter, 
Facebook, and other more social sites. Be aware of your 
audience, privacy settings, and your digital reach.
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Open Science Skills for Librarians & Researchers
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https://libguides.asu.edu/openaccess/opendata-science
And their role is that of enablers: “Libraries have adapted their role and are now active in the preservation, 
curation, publication and dissemination of digital scientific materials, in the form of publications, data and other 
research-related content. Libraries and repositories constitute the physical infrastructure that allows scientists to 
share use and reuse the outcome of their work, and they have been essential in the creation of the Open Science 
movement” © OECD, 2015.
Open Science : Role of Libraries
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